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A Model for the Prediction of the Hydriding Thermodynamics of Pd-Rh-Co

Ternary Alloys

D.F. Teter and D.J. Thoma

Materials Science and Technology Division, Los .Alamos N-ational Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM

87545

ABSTRACT

A dilute solution model (with respect to the substitutional alloying elements) has been

developed, which accurately predicts the hydride formation and decomposition thermodynamics

and the storage capacities of dilute ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys. The effect of varying the rhodium

and cobalt compositions on the thermody-namics of hydride formation and decomposition and

hydrogen capacity of several paHadiurn-rhodium-cobalt tem~ alloys has been investigated

using pressure-composition (PC) isotherms. AHoying in the dilute regime (<1 Oat. 0/0) causes the

enthalpy for hydride formation to linearly decrease with increasing alloying content. Cobalt has a

stronger effect on the reduction in entahlpy than rhodium for equivalent alloying amounts. Also,

cobalt reduces the hydrogen storage capacity with increasing alloying content. The plateau

thermodynamics are strongly linked to the lattice parameters of the alloys. A near-linear

dependence of the enthalpy of hydride formation on the lattice parameter was observed for both

the binary Pd-Rh and Pal-Co alloys, as w-eIIas for the ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys. The Pd-5Rh-3Co

(at. ‘XO) alloy was found to have similar plateau thermodynamics as a Pal-l ORh alioy, however,

this ternary alloy had a diminshed hydrogen storage capacity relative to Pd-10Rh.
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1. Introduction

I Historicall>-. palladium-rhodium alloys have been attractive for hydrogen storage due to

their fast kinetics. high storage capacities. and structural stability with hydrogen cycling. In

particular, the storage capacity is maximized at about Pal-? at. ‘%IUlnii1.However, recent studies~~-

~Jhave show-r-ithat hydrogen causes metastable Pd-Rh solid solutions to phase separate. The

established Pd-R.h phase diagram shows a miscibility gap with a boundary of about 12 ‘/oRh at

600”C[6-81. NO data exists delineating the boundary at lower temperatures because of the sluggish

kinetics of the phase separation, but extrapolations to room temperature suggest that the

boundary would be approximately Pd 5-7 at. ?40 Rh. Therefore, Pd ailoys containing greater than

5 O/ORh are considered metastable and have the potential to undergo hydrogen-induced phase

separation. Consequently this may produce an altered thermodynamic response over time. To

ensure a reliable alloy with constant hydrogen absorption/resorption and hydriding/dehydriding

thermodynamic properties over time, the alloy is required to be a stable solid soiution, less than

-5 O/ORhaddition. Unfortunately, decreasing the Rh content aiso decreases the hydriding plateau

pressures. Cobalt forms a solid solution with Pd up to about 10 at. ‘A Co, above which, a

metastable ordered L 11compound, CoPdq, has been observed in thin films[gl. Cobalt also

increases the plateau pressures[lo.1 11.Therefore with small additions of cobalt to a “lean” Rh

alloy, it is possible to approach the thermodynamic properties and storage capacity of a Pal-7 at.

0/0 FM alloy and still retain a stable solid solution which would not be susceptible to hydrogen-

induced phase separation.

A multitude of literature exists describing the thermodynamics of binary Pal-based alloys.

Unfortunately, the characterization of these alloys has been primarily limited to documenting the
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thickness of the foils used. The actual compositions are rareiy measured after processing. It is

generally ass~ed that the alloys are of a nominal composition based upon wei@t of

constituents prior to processing. Therefore. small discrepancies in the literature regarding the

[thermodynamic properties of hydride formatioddissolution in Pd-Rh alloys could be attributable

to differences in actual alloy content. Similarly the interstitial content (B. C. N. 0, S, P etc.) is

rarely reported. and differences in the thermodynamic properties of the solution of hydrogen in

Pd-Rh alloys could be attributed to the variations in interstitial content. Full characterization of a

sample used for thermodynamic analysis is required in order to interpret subtleties in the data.

A few thermodynamic measurements have been made on ternary Pal-based alloys as

weili~~-lql. However, no attempts have been made to quantifi the effects of alloying on the

thermodynamic properties of these alloys for a predictive capability. In the design of alloys for

hydrogen storage, it would be useful to develop an alloy with specific hydrogen absorption and

hydriding thermodynamics. A predictive model is imperative to effectively and efficiently design

a hydrogen storage alloy. Since the thermodynamic properties are strongiy dependent on alloy

content, purity, and other microstructural variables, many samples must be filly characterized to

develop a model. In this work, a dilute solution model (with respect to the substitutional alloying

elements) was developed which accurately predicts the hydride formation and decomposition

thermodynamics and the storage capacities of dilute ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys.

Cobalt was used as the ternary alioying element to improve alloy phase stability in the

presence of hydrogen while still maintaining hydriding thermodynamic properties equivalent to

the binary palladium-rhodium system. Binary Pd-Rh and Pal-Co alloys were produced with

particular attention to purity and characterization to obtain good thermodynamic data used in the
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prediction of the thermodynamics of the ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys. The follcm-ing sections

describe the binary and ternary alloy-s examined. their properties and model predictions.

2. Experimental

In this study. two Pd-Rh binary alloys.

ternary alloys tvere prepared with the nominal

three Pal-Co binary allojs. and four Pd-Rh-Co

compositions (at. 0/0)of the alloys given in Table

1. Palladium (99.999’0), rhodium (99.99%) and cobalt (99,99?40) sponge powders were mixed and

pressed (using no lubricants) into green compacts. These compacts ~-ere then arc-meited several

times in an evacuated and argon purged chamber and cast into a “finger” form. This cast finger

was then homogenized for 72 hours at 1200°C in an ultra-high purity Ar (99.999°/0) environment

with a titanium getter. After homogenizing, the ingots were rolled to a thickness of about 100

~m. If cracking occurred during rolling, an intermediate anneal of’900°C for 2 hours was used.

After cold rolling, all foils were annealed again at 900°~ for 24 hours and slow cooled.

Pressure-composition (PC) isotherms were measured on a computer-automated Sievert’s

type apparatus using a water bath to maintain a constant sample temperature (+ 0.1 “C) during the

measurements. Prior to inserting the samples into the Sievert>s apparatus, the specimens were

etched in an acid solution containing HNOJ, H$O1 and HZO at the ratio of 2:2:1, respectively, as

done by Sakamoto et al.[lsl to clean the surface. Specimens, weighing between 1 and 3 g, were

Ioaded into the sample chamber and purged five times with uhra-high purity Ar. The hydrogen

concentration was measured from a change in pressure of the system with a constant and known

volume at constant temperature. The software program calculated the slope of the pressure-time

curve and determined that equilibrium was reached when the slope over the last 20 min is less

than 36 mtorrfhr. This is also verified by visual examination of the pressure-time curve for each
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data point. The alloys were cycled a minimum of eight times a~ 50°C to ensure a stable PCT

behavior. The same sample is then used to measure the PC response as a function of temperature.

Prior to PCT analysis, samples were examined b!- optical metallographj- to determine the

homogeneity of the microstructure and grain size. Due to the size of the grains relative to the foil

thickness. the typical ASTM grain size measurement technique could not be done. Therefore. the

grain size was estimated by drawing several pa~allel lines perpendicular to the thickness of the

foil. An intercept method was then used to determine the grain size. Measurements along the

thickness of the foil were not made since the grains are fair~y equiaxed. and in some cases, equal

to the thickness of the foil. Micro-hardness measurements were also taken of the samples before

PCT analysis. Lastly, x-ray diffraction of the annealed samples was performed with a Scintag x-

ray diffractometer using Cu KcLradiation and a curved pyroly-tic graphite monochromator.

Lattice parameters were determined by plotting the lattice parameters for each diffraction peak

against cos%/sin9 and extrapolating to cos%/sint3=0. This anaiysis gave good fits with the error

in the lattice parameter less than or equal to 0.0004 ~. Luvak lnc. performed chemical analysis

on samples after the samples had been used for the PCT measurements. All compositions in this

work will be in atomic percent or appm unless otherwise stated. The rhodium and cobalt

compositions were measured using plasma emission spectroscopy. Boron and phosphorus were

measured using direct current plasma emission spectroscopy. Combustion-infrared detection was

used to determine the carbon conte~t; and oxygen and nitrogen were analyzed using the inert gas

fusion technique. Sulfur was measured using a combustion-iodometric titration technique. All

measurement techniques follow ASTM standards.
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3. Results and Discussion

3.1 Characterization

Ike results. from rnetallographic examination of the foiIs. show large equiaxed grains

with no evidence of ailoy segregation due to dendrites. Prm-ious experience }vith similar heat

treatments has show~ that no segregation is detectable using electron-probe microanalysis, which

has a spatial resolution of about 1 pm. Examples of the microstructure of the foils are given in

Figure 1. The alloy foils are typically 90-120 ym thick and have a grain size of about 50 pm.

Measurements for all of the foils are given in Table 2. Only the Pd-5Rh alloy required a

secondary anneal during the rolling process. This seconda~ anneal did not appreciably affect

grain size which w-as65 pm for the Pd-5Rh alloy and 59 Fm for the Pd- 10Rh alloy.

The Vicker’s hardness of the annealed alloys ranged from 62 to 83 with the higher

the

alloyed samples having a higher hardness as w-ouid be expected from substitutional hardening,

see Table 2. After cycling through the hydriding/dehydriding reactions several times, the

harnesses increased by about a factor of two relative to the annealed state due to the large

amount of work hardening occurring during the formation and decomposition of hydrides.

Overall, the low harnesses of the annealed alloys correlate well with the high purity of the

material as evidenced by the chemical analysis. Table 1 summarizes the chemical analysis of the

alloys examined in thk study. The analysis results of the rhodium and cobalt concentrations

show- that it is a poor assumption to use the nominal composition instead of the actual

compositions, since in some cases the actual composition w-as>0.5 at. 0/0 less than the nominal

composition determined from weighing the powders. The only element consistently detectable

above background was oxygen. Oxygen contents ranged from 46 to 244 appm (7 to 37 wpprn).
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The carbon concentrations were just slightly above the level of detectability except for the Pd-

5W- ICO aIlov. ;vhich had a carbon content of 2108 apprn (40 wpprn). This is still a low carbon.

content but may explain why the hardness of this alloy is slightly higher than Pd-5Rh-3 Co when

it would be expected to be lower due to lower total alloying content. Overall the interstitial

content of these alloys k very low. Therefore, differences in the thermodynamics of hydrogen

absorption and hydriding was attributed solely to the effect of Rh and Co additions.

X-ray diffraction measurements showed that all alloys are homogeneous, metastable face-

centered cubic solid solutions. Lattice parameters for the alloys were calculated assuming a

Vegard’s law relationship between the pure elemental lattice parameters. For the case of cobalt

which is hexagonally close-packed at room temperature, the lattice parameter of the high-

temperature face-centered cubic structure was extrapolated to room temperature. Lattice

parameters of cobalt show a linear dependence with temperature~lb- [B].When extrapolated to 293

K, the lattice parameter is 3.540 ~. The pure rhodium lattice parameter, from Ross and Hume-

Rothery[191, is 3.8032 ~. Pure Pd, measured in this work, has a lattice parameter of 3.8901 ~.

Good agreement exists for the Pd-Rh binary alloys suggesting that the alloys behave as ideal

solutions. The ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys do not agree quite as well most likely due to the

uncertainties in the extrapolated cobalt lattice parameter. However at a constant 5°/oRh content,

the lattice parameter does decrease linearly with increasing cobalt content as seen in Figure 2.

3.2 Thekznodynamics

The pressure-composition-temperature curves are presented in Figure 3 through Figure 10

for the Pd-Rh and Pal-Co binary alloys and the Pd-Rh-Co ternary alloys. The alloys were cycled
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eight times to ensure a repeatable pressure-composition behavior. Generally. the u-phase SOIVUS

increases, the piateau pressures increase. and the ~-phase SOIVUSdecreases w-ith increasing

temperature. Neither the Pd-5Rh nor the Pd- 10Rh alloys. Figure 3 and Figure 4, exhibit the

anomalous plateau at high H/M (hydrogen-to-metal ratio) concentrations observed by Sakamoto

et al., ~1~w-ho postulated that the secondary plateau resulted from a precursory phase separatiori

not detectable by x-ray diffraction. Since the anomaIous plateau was not observed in the alloys

tested in this study, the secondary plateau observed by Sakamoto et al. is most likely due to

inhomogeneities resulting from an incomplete homogenization. The annealing treatments

performed in this study were longer in duration, higher in temperature and more likely resulted in

complete homogenization. If the anomalous plateau resulted from a precursory phase separation,

which occurs after annealing, the anomalous plateau should have been observed in these alloys as

well. Also none of the other alloys studied in this work show an anomalous plateau at the high

WM concentrations. Some of the isotherms show a peak at the beginning of the absorption

plateau, see Figure 4 and Figure 7- Figure 10. The peak is usually observed at the iower

temperatures, but is also seen at higher temperatures, e. g. Figure 9. At first, the peak was

thought to arise fi-om not achieving equilibrium. But performing runs with a long hold time

between aliquots showed no change in the presence of the peak. This peak is a real phenomenon,

and its observation depends upon the size of the aliquot and the flattness of the plateaus. The

peak in the isotherm can be explained as a hydride nucleation barrier. In other words, an over-

pressure is required to first nucleate the hydride. Once the hydride has formed, the pressure

required to grow the hydride is reduced. Large aliquots will miss the peak because the over-

pressure will be exceeded during absorption and the measured equilibrium pressure will be less
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than the peak pressure. .41s0 isotherms which slope considerably w-ill not show the peak. Since

the alloys in this work have flat plateaus. it is more likely that the peak will be observed. This

phenomenon will be investigated further in an upcoming paper.

The solution of hydrogen in the u phase at infinite dilution can be expressed as:

+ ~2k) + M=’ .WYa

from which one obtains the thermodynamic relation~201:

(1)

ApH = ~RThpH, = AHH – TASH

(-)

(2)
= AH: – TAS~+RTln ; + J&(r)

w-here Ap~ is the reiative chemical potential of hydrogen, pi is the excess chemical potential,

AF& and AS: are the relative enthalpy and entropy of the solution of hydrogen at imhite

dilution, and r is the hydrogen-to-metal ratio. Rearranging equation 2 gives:

(3)

w-here Ap~ is the relative chemical potential of dissolved hydrogen at infinite dilution. The

excess chemical potential term vanishes in the limit of infhite dilution, i.e. as r + O. Therefore

plots of Aw~ against r gives Ap~ at r=O and the non-ideal interaction term is obtained from the

siope. The values of Ap~ /T are then plotted against I/T to obtain AH: and AS:. The resuhs of

these plots are given in Table 3. By comparing the tern~ alloys containing a base 5% Rh

content, increasing cobalt content decreases the enthalpy and entropy of the solution of hydrogen

at infinite dilution. In other words, increasing the cobalt content increases the volubility of

hydrogen at infinite dilution. As shown by Flanagan and Lynch[z 11,cold work, or in this case

c~-ciing, has a strong effect on the enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen at infinite dilution. So it is
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not clear as to whether the effect of alloying on the enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen at infinite

dilution results from a chemical effect or a mechanical effect. Fumre studies will aim at

investigating the solution of hydrogen in annealed foils where the effect of dislocations is

minimized.

The plateau chemical reaction can be wtitten as:

(4)

w-here u and ~ are the solid solution a-phase and ~-hydride phase boundary compositions at a

given temperature. The thermodynamics can be determined by examining the temperature

dependence of the plateau pressures for this reaction. The standard free energy change for &

hydride formation from the saturated a-phase with reference to (%)Ht(l atm, g) is given as[22~:

(5)

Van’t Hoff plots of In plz against 1/T will produce the standard enthalpy change, AHPIN,and the

standard entropy change, ASP1,l.In this work, the plateau pressure used to obtain the

thermodynamics is interpolated from the data and calculated at a hydrogen composition of H/M

= 0.30. The absorption and resorption van’t Hoff plots are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12,

respectively, and the enthalpy and entropy values are given in Table 3. Comparing alloys at a

constant base 50/0Rh concentration shows that the absolute value of the enthalpy of hydride

formation and decomposition decreases with increasing Co content. Similarly, the enthalpy

decreases with increasing Rh content in the alloys with no Co additions. As shown in Figure 13,

the absorption enthalpy of the plateau reaction of the Pd-Rh, Pal-Co and Pd-Rh-Co alloys

decreases linearly with a decreasing lattice parameter to 3.880 & where significant deviation

from linearity occurs. This is all consistent with the concept that alloys, with contracted lattices
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with respect to pure palladium, have a plateau enthalpy less than that of pure palladium. An

interesting observation is that the plateau thermodynamics of the Pd- 10Rh alloy and the Pd-5Rh-

3C0 ailoy are quite similar and will consequently have similar plateau pressures. Therefore. it is

possible, by ternary alloying with Co, to decrease the Rh content and still have an alloy w-ith

equivalent plateau thermodynamics. The standard entropy values do not show a strong effect of

increasing Co content at a constant base 5~J0Rh content. Within the errors of the \an’t Hoff plots.

the entropy values are relatively independent of alloying and are constant at about 42-43

JjK*mOl.

A consistent measure of the capaci~. which allows comparison between different alloys

at a given temperature, is the ~~i~concentration. This is the composition of the ~-hydride phase

in equilibrium with the et-phase across the two-phase, plateau region. The ~~i~concentration is

measured from the intersection of lines drawn parallel to the plateau and parallei to the ~-phase

solution data. At a constant 5°/0Rh content. the capacities, shown in Table 4, decrease with

increasing Co content as would be expected from the results of the binary Pal-Co data[l 01.

Cornparing Pd- 10Rh and Pd-5Rh, the stom~e capacities are roughly the same; ho~~ever adding

3°/0Co to the 5°/0Rh alloy decreases the capacity by 0.09 H/M due to the strong effect of Co on

reducing the capacity. Therefore, provided that the reduction in capacity can be tolerated, the Pd-

5Rh-3Co alloy could possibly replace the Pd- 10Rh alloy if phase separation was an issue.

3.3 Dilute soiution mode~ based on binary alloys

As mentioned previously, no known attempts have been made to model alloy design of

Pd alloys for hydrogen storage. Since the lattice parameter measurements show a linear

dependence upon concentration, Figure 2 and Sakamoto et al.[~11,and the totaI alloying contents
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are kept less than 10O?O.it reasonable to assume that the alloys of interest behave as dilute ideal

solutions. In fact, the lattice parameters of the binary and ternary alloy-s are in close agreement

~~ith the values calculated using Vegard’s Law. as seen in Table 2. Therefore. the thermodynamic

parameters should also follow a dilute ideal solution behavior. The enthalpy and entropy of

hydride formation~decornposition will then be linearly dependent on both the alloy content and

alloying element. The absorption thermodynamic properties for Pure Pd are from Sakamoto et al.

{11and the deso@io~ properties are from Frieske et al.[~~l. Using the thermodynamic parameters

presented above for cycled Pd-Rh and Pal-Co alloys and from the measurements of Wang et al.

for the Pal-Co alloys[lol, a linear fit can be made to the thermody-namic parameters of the binary

alloys as a function of alloying element and concentration. The ternary alloy system can then be

modeled as a linear superposition of the binary equations, and is given below:

~J@e~ = 18.4 –O.5* (%Rh) –0.6* (~oco) (6a)

Mi}[a”m = 20.5 –0.4*(YoRh) –0.5 *(~oCO) (6b)

AS;[”’em=45.5 – 0.2 * (%Rh) – 0.4 *(%Co)

A&’ia”m = 48.7+ 0.2* (%Rh) + 0,2 * (~oco)

.% seen in equation 6, cobalt has a stronger effect on the enthalpy for hydride

formation/decomposition than does rhodium. Similarly cobalt has a stronger effect on the

entropy for hydride formation; whereas rhodium and cobalt produce equivalent changes in the

entropy for hydride decomposition. This is evident by comparing the PC curves for the binary

Pd-Rh alloys to the binary Pal-Co alloys. For equal alloying contents, cobalt increases the plateau

pressures greater than rhodium. This effect can be most likely explained as a size effect since

12
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cobalt has a stronger effect on the lattice parameter than rhodium. If cobalt contracts the lattice

more than rhodium. the pressures required to produce the hydride phase would be expected to be

higher due to the large volume expansion associated with the hydride.

A similar approach can be used to mode! the storage capacity of these alloys. For

comparison, ~.~. is measured at 50 “C; and the model is also fit for 50°C. The data for the Pal-Co

system was obtained from our data and data from Wang et al.[l@l. The capacities of the Pal-Co

alloys followed a linear dependence as a fimction of Co content. The Pd-Rh data acquired in this

I work was used to fit the dependence of ~.,. on the Rh content. A parabolic fit was used in the Pd-

Rh case since a maximum in ~~i. is observed at about 7 VORh.By superimposing these two

relations, one obtains:

~~i~ =0.61 +7.0-10-’ .(’??IW)-4.5.10”4 .(%l?h)’ -2.810-2 -(%CO) (8)

as the dependence of the capacity on the alloying contents for the ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys.

Cobalt has a strong effect on the capacity of the Pd-Rh alloys, and therefore its additions to the

Pd-Rh binaries must be limited to still retain sufficient capacity for a useful alloy in hydrogen

storage.

Using the equations (6-7) expressed above, we can predict the thermodynamic parameters

of the ternary alloys and subsequently the plateau pressures as a function of temperature. A

comparison of the calculated and measured values for the enthalpy and entropy of hydride

formatiotidecomposition is given in Table 4. Fairly good agreement of the enthalpy va~ues

exists for most of the alloys. Less correlation is observed between the measured and calculated

values for the entropy. However, the trends in the values are still valid. At a constant Rh content,

additions of Co decrease the enthalpy and decrease the entropy of hydride formation and
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decomposition. Figure 14 shows the calculated and measured absorption plateau pressures for

Pd-5Rh-XCo alloys at 50°C. The agreement between the calculated and measured plateau

pressures is best at low ai!oy contents. Ternary ailoys containing greater than 6?40total alloy

content begin to show less agreement bet}~een the predicted and measured values. This may be

indicating the limit of the dilute solution approximation. The alloys, mhich agreed best with the

calculated \-alues, were tested at four temperatures, giving a better statistical fit. Perhaps testing

the alloys at more temperatures will yieId better results. However, this ternary model is still

useful as a guide to optimally design a higher-order Pal-based alloy for hydrogen storage.

The measured capacities, ~~i~,of the ternary Pd-Rh-Co alloys agree with the values

calculated from equation (8) to within 0.01 H/M as seen in Table 4. The calculated capacities use

the actual alioy concentration, not the nominal composition. This verifies that the additive

superposition of the hydride thermodynamic properties is \-aiid at Ieast in dilute ternary and

possibly higher-order alloys.

4. conclusions

The main conclusions of this work are that:

. Purity and composition must be documented

● Alloys must be well characterized

● This leads to a viable model w-ith good predictive capabilities

Our results have shown that the hydriding thermodynamics and hydrogen storage capacity of

ternary alloys can be accurately predic~ed using a dilute solution approach, which interpolates the

ternary space from existing binary data. This approach could very well be applied to higher-order

diIute alloys as well. The main reason, for duplicating some of the binary alloy w-ork that has
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I been previously presented in the literature. u-as that the purity. actual compositions and

microstructure can strongly affect the PCT behavior. Fuli characterization of the alloy is

important when trying to model binary and ternary PCT behavior. Knowing the actual

compositions. as well as interstitial content. is paramount to achieve a good fit. The rnajor impact

of this model is that the thermodynamic properties can be tailored for a specific application

through ternary and possibly higher-order alloying. Pressure-composition-temperature behaviors

not previously achievable in binary alloys can be developed with ternary and higher-order dilute

ailoys. Efforts are ongoing to determine whether the dilute solution and SOIVUSthermodynamics

can be modeled in a similar approach. Also other ternary systems will be studied to veri~ the

generality of this model.
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Table 1:

indicates

Results of the chemical analysis of the ailoys used in this study. A dashed

that the element was below- the level of detectability given in the last row.

line

I (at.%) 1 (appm)

Alloy Pd Rh Co B c % o s P

Pd 99.97 0.01 --- --- --- --- 166 --- ---

Pd5Rh 95.17 4.75 --- 98 --- --- 126 --- ---

PdlORh 90.65 9.27 --- --- --- --- 186 --- ---

Pd2Co 97.87 0.01 2.02 --- 439 --- 244 --- ---

Pd5Co 95.49 0.01 4.42 --- 434 .-. 46 65 ---

Pd9Co 90.05 0.01 9.87 --- 423 --- 51 --- ---

Pd5RhlCo 93.92 4.80 1.02 --- 2108 --- 237 --- ---
t

Pd5Rh3Co 92.11 4.75 3.04 --- 436 --- 229 --- ---

Pd5Rh5Co 89.82 4.97 5.12 --- --- --- 143 32 ---

Pd4Rh2Co 94.06 3.76 2.09 --- --- --- 151 --- ---

Detectability 0.001 0.002 98 420 75 33 32 102
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Table 2: Microstructural variables measured for the alloys studied in this work.

Alloy

Pd

Pd5Rh

PdlORh

Pd2co

Pd5Co

Pd9Co

pd~~lco

Pd5Rh3Co

Pd5Rh5Co

Pd4Rh2Co

Lattice Parameter, a,, (m-n)

Calculated Measured

--- 3.8901*0.0003

3.886 3.8874+0.0003

3.882 3.8815*0.0004

3.883 3.8865A0.0005

3.875 3.8812+0.0001

3.856 3.8724+0.0002

3.882 3.8849+0.0001

3.875 3.8817*0.0003

3.868 3.8765*0.0001

3.880 3.8828+0.0002

Hardness (VI-IN)

Grain Size Annealed Cycled

(pm)

63.7 ---

65 70 132

59 83 136

136 70 ---

140 76 119

109 76 117

54 67 116

50 62 127

54 82 128

45 75 123

Thickness

(pm)

89

96

112

110

83

96

96

106

118
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Table 3: A summary of the thermodynaiiic

alloys. “1Reference 1~I and ‘b)reference i2sl.

properties of the bin~ and ternary Pd-Rh-Co

Absorption Resorption

~Hplat *~plat

Alloy (kJ/moI H) (JIK*moI H) (kJhnol H) (J/K*mol H) @J/mol H) (J/K*mol H)

Pd --- --- -18*4I2) 45.?” 20.5°) -48.7@)

Pd5R~ -10.5+ 1.6 57.%5.1 -17.0+0.3 47.2+ 1.0 19.l&O.2 -50.8&0.6

PdlORb -10.2+0.1 61.6&0.4 -13.7*O1 42.5&0.4 16.7*0. I -50.Bo.2

Pd5Co -8.1+ 1.7 51.3+5.1 -14.6+0.5 40.4= 1.5 19.1+0.1 -52.3ic0.3

Pd9Co -8.0+0.5 56.1+1.7 -13.1=0.3 42.2&0.8 15.5=H).} -49.lko.3

Pd5RblCo -10.2+0.5 57.8+ 1.4 -15.354 ).2 43.7h0.6 19.3+0.1 -53.2&0.2

Pd5Rh3Co -8.0+0.1 53.4*0.4 -13.8+0.1 41.7~0.2 17.3&0.2 -50.8k0.8

Pd5Rh5Co -6.1+0.1 50.5*0.4 -13.2+0.3 42.5+ 1.1 16.3*0.1 -51.0+0,1

Pd4Rh2Co -10.4+=0.7 59.0&2.l -15.1=0.1 43.4*0.4 19.0*0.1 -52.7=t0.2
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Table 4: Comparison of calculated and measured plateau thermodynamic parameters. Values

with and without parentheses correspond to calculated and measured properties, respectively.

Calculated values use the actual alloy composition from Table 1~

Alloy AWp,d (kJ/mol H) A$P,U {J/(K’moI H) j9&n(H~ (@,50 “C

x~~ XC* absorption resorption absorption resorption caIeuiated measured

50 -17.0 (-16.0) 19.1 (18.6) 47.2 (44.6) -50.8 (-49.7) 0.63 0.63

5 1 -15.3 (-15.4) 19.3 (18.1) 43.7 (44.1) -53.2 (-49.9) 0.60 0.62

5 3 -13.8 (-14.2) 17.3 (17.1) 41.7 (43.3) -50.8 (-50.3) 0.55 0.55

55 -13.2 (-12.8) 16.3 (16.0) 42,5 (42.5) -51.0 (-50.7) 0.49 0.49

42 -15.1 (-15.3) 19.0 (18.0) 43.4 (43.9) -52.7 (-49.9) 0.57 0,58

10 0 -13.7(-13.8) 16.7 (16.8) 42.5 (43.6) -50.z (-50.6) 0.64 0.64
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Figure 1: Optical micrographs of the annealed foils of (a) Pd-

5Rh-lCo and (b) Pd-4Rh-2Co.
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At. % co

Figure 2: Measured lattice parameters of Pd-5%Rh-X%Co alloys showing a linear dependence

of the lattice parameter on increasing Co content.
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Figure 3: Isotherms for Pd-5Rh at 30”C (A), 50°C (+), and 70°C (.). Absorption curves are

filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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Figure 4: Isotherms for Pd- 10Rh at 30°C (A),50°C (4), 70°C (.) and 90*C (U). Absorption

curves are filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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Figure 6: Isotherms for Pd-9Co at 30°C (A),50°C(+),and 70°C (.). Absorption cumes are

filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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Figure 7:Isotherms for Pd-5Rh-l Co at 30°C (A),50*C(+),70”C(9)and 90*C(B).

.4bsorption curves are filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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Figure 8:Isotherms for Pd-5Rh-3Co at 30°C (A),50”C(+),and 70”C(.).Absorption curves

are filled symbols and resorption curves are open symbols.
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